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Purpose: Commercial wearable sleep-tracking devices are growing in popularity and in recent studies have performed well against
gold standard sleep measurement techniques. However, most studies were conducted in controlled laboratory conditions. We therefore
aimed to test the performance of devices under naturalistic unrestricted home sleep conditions.
Participants and Methods: Healthy young adults (n = 21; 12 women, 9 men; 29.0 ± 5.0 years, mean ± SD) slept at home under
unrestricted conditions for 1 week using a set of commercial wearable sleep-tracking devices and completed daily sleep diaries. Devices
included the Fatigue Science Readiband, Fitbit Inspire HR, Oura ring, and Polar Vantage V Titan. Participants also wore a research-grade
actigraphy watch (Philips Respironics Actiwatch 2) for comparison. To assess performance, all devices were compared with a high
performing mobile sleep electroencephalography headband device (Dreem 2). Analyses included epoch-by-epoch and sleep summary
agreement comparisons.
Results: Devices accurately tracked sleep-wake summary metrics (ie, time in bed, total sleep time, sleep efficiency, sleep latency,
wake after sleep onset) on most nights but performed best on nights with higher sleep efficiency. Epoch-by-epoch sensitivity (for
sleep) and specificity (for wake), respectively, were as follows: Actiwatch (0.95, 0.35), Fatigue Science (0.94, 0.40), Fitbit (0.93, 0.45),
Oura (0.94, 0.41), and Polar (0.96, 0.35). Sleep stage-tracking performance was mixed, with high variability.
Conclusion: As in previous studies, all devices were better at detecting sleep than wake, and most devices compared favorably to
actigraphy in wake detection. Devices performed best on nights with more consolidated sleep patterns. Unrestricted sleep TIB
differences were accurately tracked on most nights. High variability in sleep stage-tracking performance suggests that these devices,
in their current form, are still best utilized for tracking sleep-wake outcomes and not sleep stages. Most commercial wearables
exhibited promising performance for tracking sleep-wake in real-world conditions, further supporting their consideration as an
alternative to actigraphy.
Keywords: validation, actigraphy, mobile EEG, consumer sleep technologies, habitual sleep

Introduction
Over the past decade, commercial sleep-tracking devices have become increasingly advanced in their technology and
ubiquitous in their use across the population. Millions of new devices are sold each year, and estimates indicate that
demand is increasing as the consumer sleep technology market grows rapidly into the billions of dollars.1 Beyond
individual consumers, the sleep field has taken much interest in sleep-tracking technologies due to their potential for
offering a relatively low-burden, low-cost, and reliable real-time sleep-tracking capability compared with standard sleep
measurement techniques like polysomnography (PSG) and actigraphy. Major professional societies such as the American
Academy of Sleep Medicine and Sleep Research Society have taken much interest in shaping the conversation around the
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present and future of sleep-tracking technologies – eg, how to evaluate device performance,2 and determining guidelines
for whether to potentially use data from commercial sleep-tracking technologies in clinical sleep medicine practice.3,4

Encouragingly, many recent primary studies5–14 and reviews2,15–18 evaluating the performance of the newest commercial
devices have demonstrated their improved sleep-tracking performance against many of the earliest device models
released on the consumer market ~5-10 years ago.19–22 Several studies have even found that, compared with the gold-
standard PSG, some commercial devices perform as well as or better than the current standard mobile sleep measurement
methodology of research-grade actigraphy.6,7,10,11,13

Devices worn on the wrist (as a watch) or on the finger (as a ring) are some of the most popular types of wearables, as
they offer the ability to track behavioral and physiological data from a convenient and comfortable location with virtually no
requirements for prior training, time for setup, or need for manual input (ie, most devices track sleep automatically and
passively and can be continuously used over several nights on a single battery charge).23–25 Although many popular sleep-
tracking devices have been subjected to initial performance evaluations by researchers, the pace of such research lags behind
the more rapid release of new device models onto the market each year. Thus, with the increasing demands from consumers
and sleep researchers and clinicians for an accurate sleep-tracking capability, additional studies are needed to evaluate which
wearable device models are best and what level of reliability to expect from their performance.24

Most device performance studies have been limited to healthy participants in controlled environments (eg, sleep lab)
under fixed time in bed (TIB) conditions. Those types of studies are a necessary first step in the recommended device
validation testing process.2,26–28 The next stage of testing is to confirm that the findings obtained under ideal conditions
will generalize to the real-world conditions in which those devices are most often used. To this end, we aimed to evaluate
the sleep-tracking validation performance of four commercial wearable devices under unrestricted home sleep conditions
in healthy young adults.

Participants and Methods
Participants
A total of 21 healthy young adults (12 women, 9 men; 29.0 ± 5.0 years, mean ± SD) participated. Screening consisted of
a self-report medical history questionnaire that assessed the following exclusion criteria: age <18 or >40 years, body
mass index <18.5 or ≥30.0 kg/m2 (25.2 ± 2.9, mean ± SD), any diagnosed sleep, mental health, or other medical disorder,
use of any illegal drugs or sleep medications (over-the-counter or prescription) in the previous month, current pregnancy,
any physical or living condition affecting the ability to sleep uninterrupted, and any night shift work or travel >1 time
zone within the previous two weeks.

The study protocol was approved by the Naval Health Research Center Institutional Review Board and was
conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Participants provided informed consent prior to the study
and were compensated with gift cards.

Study Protocol
Participants slept at home with a set of commercial sleep-tracking devices for 1 week. Sleep schedules were unrestricted
(ie, participants could self-select to sleep at any time and duration over the study week). Though daytime sleep episodes
and naps were allowed under these criteria, according to the sleep diaries and device data no participants chose to nap or
sleep during the daytime. Thus, all sleep episodes evaluated in this study occurred at night. All devices were worn
simultaneously during all sleep episodes. Within one hour after waking up, participants reported their bed and wake times
using a digital sleep diary (based on the consensus sleep diary29) programmed on the data capture and management
system app Smartabase (Fusion Sport; Milton, QLD, Australia) using a tablet computer (iPad; Apple Inc.; Cupertino, CA,
USA). When not sleeping, participants were required to wear the set of devices as much as possible but could take
devices off if needed at specified times, such as when needing to charge the device battery, when device(s) would
interfere with their work duties, or while showering or engaged in other activities where devices could be submerged or
damaged. Participants were instructed to report these device removal times using the Smartabase app.
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Participants were allowed to engage in their habitual behaviors during the study week, including exercise and caffeine
intake, and were required to report on these behaviors daily by using the Smartabase app. However, alcohol intake was
not allowed during the study week. Researchers completed daily compliance checks online with the Smartabase app to
ensure that participants were syncing the devices and that they completed their sleep diaries and other logs daily.

Commercial Sleep-Tracking Devices Tested
Four commercial sleep-tracking wearable devices were tested in the study: Fatigue Science Readiband (version 5;
Fatigue Science; Vancouver, BC, Canada), Fitbit Inspire HR (Fitbit, Inc.; San Francisco, CA, USA), Oura ring (2nd
generation; ŌURA Health Oy; Oulu, Finland), and Polar Vantage V Titan (Polar Electro Oy; Kempele, Finland). On the
first study day, researchers confirmed that all devices could be worn comfortably and in accordance with each device’s
instructions. The four wrist devices (including the actigraphy watch, described below) were worn in pairs on each wrist.
The actigraphy watch and Polar Vantage V Titan were worn as a pair on one wrist (with the Polar always worn most
proximal to the wrist), and the Fatigue Science Readiband and Fitbit Inspire HR were worn as a pair on the other wrist
(with the Fitbit always worn most proximal to the wrist). Wrist placement for each pair of devices was counterbalanced
between participants, with half assigned to wear each pair on either their dominant or non-dominant wrist at the
beginning of the study. During the middle of the study (after the fourth study night), participants were instructed to
switch the device pairs to the other wrist, thus allowing an approximately equal number of assessment nights for either
the dominant or non-dominant wrist. Participants wore the Oura ring on their non-dominant ring finger during the entire
study week. See Supplementary Materials for details on the device software and firmware versions.

Participants were instructed to sync the data from all commercial devices using their respective apps on the tablet
each day, within an hour of waking up. All commercial devices tested had photoplethysmography (PPG) heart rate
sensors except the Fatigue Science Readiband. Thus, in addition to the standard sleep-wake outputs, the sleep algorithms
for the three devices with PPG heart rate sensors (Fitbit Inspire HR, Oura ring, and Polar Vantage V Titan) also included
outputs for individual sleep stage classifications of light, deep, and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep.

Comparison Standard Sleep Methodologies
Actigraphy
To assess sleep-wake data with actigraphy, participants wore the Actiwatch 2 (Philips Respironics, Inc.; Murrysville, PA,
USA), a research-grade wrist actigraphy watch device (hereafter referred to as “Actiwatch”). Like the commercial
devices, participants wore the Actiwatch during all sleep episodes and during as much of their waking hours as possible.
Actiwatch sleep and wake data were analyzed in 30-sec epochs using the medium sensitivity threshold with the software
package Actiware (version 6.0.9; Philips Respironics, Inc.; Murrysville, PA, USA). The medium sensitivity threshold is
recommended for actigraphy analysis with healthy young adults; therefore, the medium threshold results are the primary
Actiwatch results presented in the main text. For comparison, Actiwatch results were also analyzed using the low and
high sensitivity threshold settings in Actiware and are presented in the Supplemental Materials. The Actiwatch data were
post-processed to analyze each sleep episode using the bed and wake times reported in the participants’ daily sleep
diaries.

Mobile EEG Headband
The Dreem 2 (research version; Dreem; Paris, France), a high-performing wireless multi-channel dry mobile sleep
electroencephalography (EEG) headband,30 was used as the primary reference standard of comparison to actigraphy and
the commercial devices on sleep-wake and sleep stage outcomes (hereafter referred to as “Dreem”). In a performance
validation study conducted by the company,30 Dreem was evaluated against PSG in a sample of healthy adults using the
consensus scoring of 5 certified and experienced PSG scorers. Dreem was found to have high concordance for raw signal
feature detection and relative EEG spectral band power with PSG, as well as low mean biases on sleep-wake summary
outcomes, 83.5% overall scoring accuracy with PSG across 5 stages (ie, all sleep stages and wake), and 74.0% accuracy
with PSG for wake epochs alone (ie, specificity). Comparatively, the consensus PSG scoring accuracy between the 5
scorers was 86.4% for 5-stage scoring and 82.5% for wake epochs; thus, the level of performance achieved with the
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Dreem compared with PSG was only slightly below the agreement among the experienced PSG scorers. Based on its
demonstrated high performance with a similar demographic of healthy adults and its beneficial features for multi-night
home sleep monitoring (eg, good comfort, ease of use, and ability to remotely export data each day), we determined that
Dreem was a practical and appropriate alternative to PSG for use in the current multi-night home sleep study as the
reference standard method for sleep scoring classification.

Dreem data were collected in 30-sec epochs from the Dreem app’s sleep scoring algorithm. The Dreem provides sleep
stage scores of N1, N2, N3, and REM. For standardization of the non-REM stages to the commercial device stage
classifications, N1 and N2 from Dreem were combined to form the light sleep stage and N3 was classified as deep sleep.
For each sleep episode, participants were instructed to: (1) put on the Dreem headband a few minutes before getting into
bed; (2) carry out the required calibration procedures and impedance check for signal quality using the Dreem app on the
tablet; and (3) initiate the sleep episode recording manually, using the app at their self-selected bedtime. Participants were
instructed to start the recording only at the top of a new clock minute (ie, zero seconds after the minute using the tablet’s
clock for reference). After their final awakening in the morning, participants removed the Dreem headband and
wirelessly synced the data with the app on the tablet. Unlike the Actiwatch and the commercial devices being tested,
the Dreem was only worn during sleep episodes, and the participants were instructed to charge the headband’s battery
between nights.

Device Data Export Procedures
Device data were exported from online portals set up by the device companies for researchers to manage participant
accounts: Readi for the Fatigue Science Readiband, Oura Teams for the Oura ring, and Polar AccessLink API for the
Polar Vantage V Titan. Fitbit, Inc. does not directly provide device data exports to researchers via the standard app or
website accounts, therefore Fitbit Inspire HR data were exported via Fitabase (Small Steps Labs, LLC; San Diego, CA,
USA), a licensed third-party data management platform.

Missing Data Procedures
All participants completed the 7 data collection nights, except for one who withdrew for a personal reason after
completing 6 nights in the study. Therefore, across the 21 participants there were collectively 146 potential nights of
sleep data. However, occasional issues occurred that affected the total amount of data included in the analyses.

For the commercial devices, the number and percentage of nights from each device that had no recorded sleep episode
data were as follows: Fatigue Science Readiband (1, 0.7%), Fitbit Inspire HR (0, 0.0%), Oura ring (3, 2.1%), and Polar
Vantage V Titan (5, 3.4%). Additionally, a few nights recorded by the Fitbit and Polar devices (12 and 11 nights [8.2%
and 7.8%], respectively) had poor signal quality (likely from the PPG heart rate sensor) which caused those devices to
revert to their binary sleep-wake algorithms instead of the current multi-sensor algorithms that output sleep stages. Those
nights were removed from the final analyses of each device for the sleep-wake and sleep stage outcomes.

The Actiwatch recorded continuously over the study week, so all nights had usable sleep-wake Actiwatch data for
analysis. The Dreem recordings were manually started and stopped by the participants on the Dreem app each night.
Thus, a few issues occurred that caused missing Dreem data for the whole night or part of the night. In some cases,
a night of data was not recorded or saved because of a malfunction with the Dreem headband or app, or due to participant
user error (10 nights, 6.8%). In other cases, the headband EEG leads may have been accidentally displaced from shifting
during part of the night and may have produced a poor quality signal, which caused the Dreem algorithm to score some
epochs during the TIB as movement time (MT) (30 nights, 22.1%). When a night contained a total of >10 min scored as
MT, the Dreem data for that night were removed from the final sleep summary analyses (20 nights, 14.7%). An additional
4 nights (2.9%) were excluded due to participant user or reporting errors resulting in the reported sleep diary TIB being
>10 min longer than the Dreem recording duration.

Sleep summary data were included in the final analyses only when, according to the criteria listed above, there was
a complete pair of usable data on the same night from both the device and the Dreem. Likewise, epoch-by-epoch (EBE)
data were analyzed for only the included nights over the time-aligned epochs for the device and Dreem, and when they
both had valid scores (eg, not an epoch of MT from the Dreem). If a device recorded sleep data outside the sleep diary’s
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TIB on a given night, the Dreem was not recording during those times and thus those device epochs did not contribute to
the EBE analyses. Likewise, if a device started recording after the Dreem was started at bedtime (or if the device
recording ended before the Dreem was ended at wake time), only the epochs while both the device and Dreem were
concurrently being recorded were utilized for the EBE analyses. Epochs from each device and the Dreem were aligned by
clock time according to the closest temporal alignment.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical outcomes followed the recommended standards for sleep-tracking device evaluation2 and were based on the
open source R code of Menghini et al,28 with some minor customizations. The sample sizes for the sleep summary and
EBE analyses were dictated by the availability of valid pairs of data between each device and reference. The final sleep
summary sample sizes are shown in the respective tables for each outcome, and the total EBE sample sizes are shown in
the EBE contingency tables (Table S1) in the Supplementary Materials.

The following sleep summary measures were calculated for the reference (Dreem or sleep diary), the Actiwatch, and
each commercial device on each night: TIB (the total duration of a recorded sleep episode), total sleep time (TST; total
duration of all sleep), sleep efficiency (SE; percentage of TST over the TIB), sleep onset latency (SOL; time taken to
initially fall asleep), and wake after sleep onset (WASO; time awake in each sleep episode occurring after SOL). For the
three devices that classify sleep stages, the total duration of light, deep, and REM sleep stages on each night were also
compared with the Dreem. Summary sleep-wake and sleep stage data were taken from each device’s summary data
export files; however, the Fitbit Inspire HR and Polar Vantage V Titan did not differentiate their wake output between
that at the beginning versus middle of the night, therefore SOL and WASO for those two devices were calculated from
the EBE data exports instead. TIB for the Actiwatch was set to the TIB reported in the sleep diary. Therefore, the
Actiwatch TIB did not vary from the Dreem TIB and was not included in the TIB analyses.

For the sleep summary outcomes, Bland-Altman plots31 were generated to visualize discrepancies between the
commercial devices and the reference (Dreem or sleep diary). In the Bland-Altman plots, differences in measurement
were plotted against the mean of the two devices, along with reference lines that displayed the bias (the average
difference between the device and reference) and the upper and lower 95% limits of agreement (two standard deviations
from the bias). The plots, based on the Menghini et al28 framework, also permitted the visualization of proportional bias
(ie, non-zero slope of the bias line, tested using linear regression methods that model the relationship between
discrepancy size and mean measurement magnitude) and heteroscedasticity (ie, changes in variability across the
measurement scale, tested using linear regression methods that model the standard deviation of the differences in
terms of mean measurement size).28,32 P-values were considered statistically significant for p<0.05.

The following EBE agreement statistics were calculated for the analysis of all sleep versus wake epochs for each
device and the Actiwatch on each night, in comparison to the temporally-aligned epochs as scored by Dreem: sensitivity
(true positive rate; the proportion of Dreem sleep epochs that were correctly detected as sleep by the device), specificity
(true negative rate; the proportion of Dreem wake epochs that were correctly detected as wake by the device), positive
predictive value (PPV; proportion of device-scored sleep epochs that were Dreem-scored sleep), negative predictive
value (NPV; proportion of device-scored wake epochs that were Dreem-scored wake), accuracy (proportion of all device
sleep and wake epochs correctly detected as Dreem-scored sleep or wake), and the prevalence and bias adjusted kappa
(PABAK; Cohen’s kappa weighted to account for the amount of inequality between the number of sleep and wake
epochs). For the three devices that classify sleep stages, the EBE agreement statistics were also calculated for each stage
versus the combination of all other classifications (eg, EBE agreement for light sleep was calculated as the light sleep
epochs versus the combination of all wake, deep, and REM epochs, etc.). Because there are multiple classification
possibilities with sleep stage analysis, the proportions of misclassification were also determined for each stage (eg, how
often Dreem light sleep epochs were misclassified by a device as deep sleep, etc.). EBE results are presented in two
ways: (1) all epochs, combining all individual epochs across all participants and nights, and (2) between nights, whereby
EBE metrics were calculated for each night and then averaged across all nights (irrespective of participant).

Epoch durations for each device were either 30 or 60 sec. The Actiwatch, Fitbit Inspire HR, and Oura ring output
sleep data in 30-sec epochs, which were directly matched with the Dreem which also outputs sleep data in 30-sec epochs.
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The Fatigue Science Readiband and Polar Vantage V Titan output sleep data in 60-sec epochs, which were divided into
two 30-sec epochs and temporally aligned with the closest recorded Dreem epochs.

All preprocessing and statistical output were generated using the computing language R, version 4.0.5 (R Foundation,
Vienna, Austria).

Results
Sleep-Wake Summary Agreement
Sleep-wake summary results are shown in Table 1 and corresponding Bland-Altman plots in Figures 1–5. Expanded
sleep-wake summary results are presented in Supplementary Table S2.

For TIB (Table 1 and Figure 1), most nights for each device clustered around the mean bias line, which itself deviated
little from 0. However, in each device, a small subset of nights exhibited biases larger than an hour. Mean biases were all
low, near zero, and no devices exhibited proportional bias.

TST mean biases for the Actiwatch and all commercial devices were close to the Dreem-determined TST as indicated
in Table 1 and Figure 2, with the majority of individual nights showing low bias (eg, <30 min) although some nights had
larger biases. The individual night data indicate that no device had consistent under or over-estimation biases in TST,
though the Actiwatch and Fitbit Inspire HR each had significant negative proportional mean biases (ie, mean bias
decreased as TST increased).

The SE summary results (Table 1 and Figure 3) were similar to the TST results in that the majority of nights for the
Actiwatch and all devices exhibited low SE biases versus Dreem. A clear pattern emerged across all devices of reduced

Table 1 Sleep-Wake Summary Agreement

Outcome Device n Device Mean (SD) Reference Mean (SD)

TIB Fatigue Science Readiband 112 459.0 (85.2) 437.4 (78.9)

Fitbit Inspire HR 106 459.8 (78.6) 443.3 (73.6)
Oura Ring 111 460.0 (90.3) 439.9 (74.0)

Polar Vantage V Titan 103 452.0 (75.6) 445.5 (69.4)

TST Actiwatch 113 406.1 (77.4) 401.3 (82.6)
Fatigue Science Readiband 112 406.0 (89.4) 401.0 (82.9)

Fitbit Inspire HR 106 406.4 (70.1) 406.6 (78.8)

Oura Ring 111 412.5 (77.5) 403.1 (78.8)
Polar Vantage V Titan 103 418.5 (74.0) 411.6 (72.1)

SE Actiwatch 113 92.4 (3.2) 91.2 (6.9)

Fatigue Science Readiband 112 88.0 (7.5) 91.3 (7.0)
Fitbit Inspire HR 106 94.6 (2.9) 91.3 (7.0)

Oura Ring 111 89.8 (4.9) 91.2 (7.0)

Polar Vantage V Titan 103 92.5 (4.6) 92.2 (4.6)
SOL Actiwatch 113 2.3 (1.7) 8.5 (5.6)

Fatigue Science Readiband 112 18.8 (17.3) 8.5 (5.6)
Fitbit Inspire HR 106 4.9 (3.4) 8.6 (5.6)

Oura Ring 111 7.8 (5.5) 8.5 (5.6)

Polar Vantage V Titan 103 0.6 (1.0) 8.5 (5.4)
WASO Actiwatch 113 30.2 (12.7) 28.1 (22.5)

Fatigue Science Readiband 112 21.2 (23.8) 27.9 (22.5)

Fitbit Inspire HR 106 38.0 (13.1) 28.1 (21.9)
Oura Ring 111 39.7 (32.0) 28.4 (22.5)

Polar Vantage V Titan 103 25.8 (8.6) 25.4 (17.5)

Notes: Sleep-wake summary agreement between devices and reference. The sleep diary served as reference for TIB, and the Dreem headband served as reference for
TST, SE, SOL, and WASO. All nights with available data for both the device and reference were included in analyses, with the total number of nights (n) indicated in each
row. Mean and SD are shown for each device and reference.
Abbreviations: SD, standard deviation; SE, sleep efficiency; SOL, sleep onset latency; TIB, time in bed; TST, total sleep time; WASO, wake after sleep onset.
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variability as SE increased. Additionally, the Actiwatch, Fitbit Inspire HR, and Oura ring each exhibited significant
negative proportional mean biases.

SOL (Table 1 and Figure 4) mean biases were low for all devices, and all except the Oura ring exhibited significant
proportional bias (positive for Fatigue Science Readiband and negative for Actiwatch, Fitbit Inspire HR, and Polar
Vantage V Titan). Individual night biases for all devices were lowest when SOL was also low. WASO (Table 1 and
Figure 5) biases showed more variability but were also lowest when WASO was low. Proportional mean biases were
significant for all devices except the Fatigue Science Readiband, with negative proportional biases for Actiwatch, Fitbit
Inspire HR, and Polar Vantage V Titan and positive proportional bias for Oura ring.

Sleep Stage Summary Agreement
Sleep stage summary results are shown in Table 2 and corresponding Bland-Altman plots in Figures 6–8. Expanded sleep
stage summary results are presented in Supplementary Table S3.

In general, for the three devices that provide sleep stage classifications, the summary results and individual
night biases for sleep stages were mixed and more variable than the sleep-wake outcomes. Light sleep (Table 2
and Figure 6) biases were variable and generally overestimated compared with Dreem, and there were significant

Figure 1 Bland-Altman plots: TIB.
Notes: Plots depict the mean bias (solid red line) and upper and lower limits of agreement (solid gray lines) for deviation in TIB for the devices compared with the reference
sleep diary. Black circles are individual nights. Dashed lines represent the 95% confidence intervals around the bias and limits of agreement lines. Gray shaded regions on the
right y-axis are density plots showing the distribution of individual night biases. Zero on the y-axis represents no difference, with positive and negative y-axis values indicating
an overestimation or underestimation, respectively, compared with the reference. Diagonal mean bias lines indicate significant proportional bias. Non-parallel limits of
agreement lines indicate significant heteroscedasticity.
Abbreviation: TIB, time in bed.
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positive proportional mean biases for the Oura ring and Polar Vantage V Titan. Deep sleep (Table 2 and Figure 7)
biases were also highly variable for most nights, with Oura ring and Polar Vantage V Titan producing over-
estimates on many nights. Of note, the Polar Vantage V Titan had major overestimations on 10 nights (spread
among 7 participants) due to it classifying all sleep as deep sleep only. Each device exhibited significant

Figure 2 Bland-Altman plots: TST.
Notes: Plots depict the mean bias (solid red line) and upper and lower limits of agreement (solid gray lines) for minutes of TST for the devices compared with the reference
Dreem headband. See Figure 1 notes for additional figure details.
Abbreviation: TST, total sleep time.
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proportional mean biases for deep sleep, which was negative for the Fitbit Inspire HR but positive for the Oura
ring and Polar Vantage V Titan. REM sleep (Table 2 and Figure 8) biases were also highly variable for each
device, with the majority of nights producing underestimates versus Dreem and significant negative proportional
mean biases.

Figure 3 Bland-Altman plots: SE.
Notes: Plots depict the mean bias (solid red line) and upper and lower limits of agreement (solid gray lines) for percentage of SE for the devices compared with the
reference Dreem headband. See Figure 1 notes for additional figure details.
Abbreviation: SE, sleep efficiency.
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EBE Sleep-Wake Agreement
EBE agreement outcomes for sleep versus wake epochs for each device were compared with Dreem and are shown in
Table 3. Values were calculated in two ways: (1) All epochs combined across participants and nights, and (2)
Between nights. Both calculations yielded similar means. For all epochs, sensitivity levels for Actiwatch and each

Figure 4 Bland-Altman plots: SOL.
Notes: Plots depict the mean bias (solid red line) and upper and lower limits of agreement (solid gray lines) for minutes of SOL for the devices compared with the reference
Dreem headband. See Figure 1 notes for additional figure details.
Abbreviation: SOL, sleep onset latency.
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device were very high with a small range (0.93–0.96), while specificity levels were all low to medium (0.35–0.45).
Notably, the specificity level for each commercial device was higher than Actiwatch, except for the Polar Vantage
V Titan which was similar to Actiwatch. To a large extent, the other EBE outcomes reflect the sensitivity and
specificity results. Like sensitivity, accuracy and PPV values across devices were all high and in a narrow range,

Figure 5 Bland-Altman plots: WASO.
Notes: Plots depict the mean bias (solid red line) and upper and lower limits of agreement (solid gray lines) for minutes of WASO for the devices compared with the
reference Dreem headband. See Figure 1 notes for additional figure details.
Abbreviation: WASO, wake after sleep onset.
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while NPV was low to medium like specificity. PABAK values were also similar with a narrow range of values across
devices.

EBE Sleep Stage Agreement
EBE agreement for each sleep stage are shown in Table 4. Compared with the sleep-wake EBE results, the sleep stage
EBE performance levels were mixed. For light sleep, sensitivity and specificity were at a medium level for all devices.
For deep and REM sleep, specificity levels were high while sensitivity levels were low to medium, indicating that
devices are generally better at detecting when a given epoch is a classification other than deep or REM sleep than when it
is that stage. Values were within a narrow range across devices within all the other stage outcomes. Accuracy for each
device was at a medium level for light sleep, but at medium to high levels for deep and REM. PPV levels were mostly at
a medium level while NPVs were higher, especially for deep and REM. PABAK levels for light sleep were low for each
device, but medium for deep and REM.

EBE Sleep Stage Misclassification Errors
EBE sleep stage misclassifications were calculated in two ways: (1) Error rates for each device misclassifying each stage,
given what the Dreem scored (Table 5A), and (2) Classification differences of what the Dreem scored, given what the
device scored (Table 5B). The largest source of error for either error calculation was with light sleep epochs. Among
wake, deep, and REM epochs as scored by the Dreem, the devices misclassified those epochs as light sleep between 24–
47% of the time. Additionally, wake, deep, and REM epochs as scored by devices were misclassified and, according to
the Dreem, should have been scored as light sleep 22–44% of the time. Epochs scored as light by devices were
misclassified and should have been scored as REM 24–29% of the time. Another substantial misclassification occurred
when devices scored REM sleep, according to the Dreem those epochs should have been scored as wake 28–30% of the
time.

Actiwatch Sensitivity Threshold Comparisons
Sleep-wake summary and EBE results for the Actiwatch analyzed with the low and high sensitivity thresholds are
described in the text of the Supplementary Materials, with accompanying data presented in Supplementary Tables S4-S6
and depicted with Bland-Altman plots in Supplementary Figure S1. In general, the different sensitivity threshold settings
exhibited mixed and opposite results for the sleep-wake detection capability of the Actiwatch compared with the
recommended medium setting and the commercial devices. The low setting generally increased the amount of wake
and decreased the amount of sleep classified across sleep episodes, and the high setting did the opposite. This
corresponded to performance tradeoffs, resulting in the Actiwatch being more sensitive to wake or sleep with the low
and high settings, respectively.

Table 2 Sleep Stage Summary Agreement

Stage Device n Device Mean (SD) Reference Mean (SD)

Light Fitbit Inspire HR 106 243.5 (53.0) 189.4 (54.3)
Oura Ring 111 210.8 (66.0) 189.0 (53.9)

Polar Vantage V Titan 103 226.1 (90.5) 190.7 (52.9)

Deep Fitbit Inspire HR 106 70.1 (21.9) 80.1 (29.3)
Oura Ring 111 124.1 (41.7) 81.4 (29.2)

Polar Vantage V Titan 103 104.5 (92.1) 82.8 (28.6)

REM Fitbit Inspire HR 106 92.8 (30.2) 137.2 (54.8)
Oura Ring 111 77.5 (34.8) 132.7 (52.6)

Polar Vantage V Titan 103 87.8 (40.7) 138.2 (54.4)

Notes: Sleep stage summary agreement between devices and reference. The Dreem headband served as reference for all sleep stage outcomes. Results are shown for all
devices that output sleep stage classifications. See Table 1 notes for additional table details.
Abbreviations: REM, rapid eye movement; SD, standard deviation.
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Figure 6 Bland-Altman plots: light sleep.
Notes: Plots depict the mean bias (solid red line) and upper and lower limits of agreement (solid gray lines) for minutes of light sleep for the devices compared with the
reference Dreem headband. See Figure 1 notes for additional figure details.
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Figure 7 Bland-Altman plots: deep sleep.
Notes: Plots depict the mean bias (solid red line) and upper and lower limits of agreement (solid gray lines) for minutes of deep sleep for the devices compared with the
reference Dreem headband. See Figure 1 notes for additional figure details.
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Figure 8 Bland-Altman plots: REM sleep.
Notes: Plots depict the mean bias (solid red line) and upper and lower limits of agreement (solid gray lines) for minutes of REM sleep for the devices compared with the
reference Dreem headband. See Figure 1 notes for additional figure details.
Abbreviation: REM, rapid eye movement.
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Table 3 EBE Sleep-Wake Agreement

Device Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy PPV NPV PABAK

All
Epochs

Between
Nights

All
Epochs

Between
Nights

All
Epochs

Between
Nights

All
Epochs

Between
Nights

All
Epochs

Between
Nights

All
Epochs

Between
Nights

Actiwatch 0.95 0.95 (0.02)

[0.95, 0.96]

0.35 0.37 (0.15)

[0.34, 0.4]

0.90 0.90 (0.06)

[0.89, 0.91]

0.94 0.94 (0.06)

[0.93, 0.95]

0.38 0.39 (0.16)

[0.36, 0.42]

0.80 0.80 (0.11)

[0.78, 0.82]
Fatigue Science

Readiband

0.94 0.94 (0.07)

[0.92, 0.95]

0.40 0.43 (0.20)

[0.39, 0.46]

0.90 0.89 (0.07)

[0.88, 0.90]

0.95 0.94 (0.06)

[0.93, 0.95]

0.37 0.45 (0.22)

[0.41, 0.49]

0.79 0.78 (0.15)

[0.75, 0.81]

Fitbit Inspire HR 0.93 0.93 (0.03)
[0.93, 0.94]

0.45 0.50 (0.17)
[0.47, 0.54]

0.89 0.89 (0.05)
[0.88, 0.90]

0.95 0.95 (0.06)
[0.94, 0.96]

0.36 0.36 (0.15)
[0.33, 0.39]

0.79 0.78 (0.11)
[0.76, 0.81]

Oura Ring 0.94 0.94 (0.03)

[0.94, 0.95]

0.41 0.44 (0.17)

[0.41, 0.47]

0.90 0.90 (0.06)

[0.89, 0.91]

0.95 0.95 (0.06)

[0.94, 0.96]

0.37 0.39 (0.16)

[0.36, 0.42]

0.81 0.80 (0.11)

[0.78, 0.82]
Polar Vantage

V Titan

0.96 0.96 (0.02)

[0.95, 0.96]

0.35 0.39 (0.16)

[0.36, 0.42]

0.92 0.92 (0.04)

[0.91, 0.93]

0.96 0.96 (0.04)

[0.95, 0.97]

0.36 0.36 (0.15)

[0.33, 0.38]

0.84 0.84 (0.08)

[0.82, 0.85]

Notes: Proportions for EBE agreement metrics are shown for all sleep epochs (versus wake epochs) for all combined epochs as well as between all nights (irrespective of participant) for the devices compared with the corresponding
epochs from the reference Dreem headband. Values for between-night analyses are presented as mean (SD) [95% confidence interval]. Higher values (closer to 1.0) indicate better performance on that metric.
Abbreviations: EBE, epoch by epoch; NPV, negative predictive value; PABAK, prevalence and bias adjusted kappa; PPV, positive predictive value; SD, standard deviation.
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Table 4 EBE Sleep Stage Agreement

Stage Device Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy PPV NPV PABAK

All
Epochs

Between
Nights

All
Epochs

Between
Nights

All
Epochs

Between
Nights

All
Epochs

Between
Nights

All
Epochs

Between
Nights

All
Epochs

Between
Nights

Light Fitbit Inspire
HR

0.71 0.71 (0.09)
[0.70, 0.73]

0.59 0.60 (0.10)
[0.58, 0.62]

0.64 0.65 (0.07)
[0.63, 0.66]

0.57 0.57 (0.13)
[0.54, 0.60]

0.73 0.73 (0.10)
[0.71, 0.75]

0.29 0.29 (0.13)
[0.26, 0.32]

Oura Ring 0.61 0.60 (0.12)

[0.58, 0.62]

0.64 0.64 (0.12)

[0.62, 0.67]

0.62 0.62 (0.07)

[0.61, 0.64]

0.56 0.56 (0.13)

[0.54, 0.59]

0.69 0.68 (0.10)

[0.66, 0.70]

0.25 0.25 (0.15)

[0.22, 0.28]
Polar Vantage

V Titan

0.59 0.63 (0.10)

[0.61, 0.65]

0.54 0.50 (0.10)

[0.48, 0.52]

0.56 0.56 (0.07)

[0.55, 0.57]

0.49 0.50 (0.13)

[0.47, 0.52]

0.64 0.63 (0.11)

[0.61, 0.66]

0.12 0.12 (0.14)

[0.09, 0.15]

Deep Fitbit Inspire
HR

0.51 0.53 (0.23)
[0.49, 0.58]

0.92 0.93 (0.04)
[0.92, 0.94]

0.85 0.85 (0.06)
[0.84, 0.86]

0.58 0.61 (0.23)
[0.57, 0.66]

0.90 0.90 (0.06)
[0.88, 0.91]

0.70 0.70 (0.11)
[0.68, 0.72]

Oura Ring 0.72 0.74 (0.22)

[0.70, 0.78]

0.83 0.83 (0.10)

[0.81, 0.85]

0.81 0.81 (0.07)

[0.79, 0.82]

0.50 0.51 (0.17)

[0.47, 0.54]

0.93 0.93 (0.06)

[0.92, 0.94]

0.62 0.62 (0.14)

[0.59, 0.64]
Polar Vantage

V Titan

0.45 0.46 (0.27)

[0.41, 0.51]

0.82 0.81 (0.24)

[0.76, 0.86]

0.75 0.75 (0.15)

[0.72, 0.78]

0.37 0.41 (0.19)

[0.37, 0.44]

0.86 0.87 (0.06)

[0.86, 0.89]

0.51 0.50 (0.31)

[0.44, 0.56]

REM Fitbit Inspire
HR

0.47 0.48 (0.14)
[0.45, 0.51]

0.91 0.91 (0.05)
[0.90, 0.92]

0.77 0.77 (0.08)
[0.76, 0.79]

0.70 0.70 (0.16)
[0.66, 0.73]

0.79 0.79 (0.11)
[0.77, 0.82]

0.55 0.55 (0.16)
[0.52, 0.58]

Oura Ring 0.39 0.40 (0.17)

[0.37, 0.43]

0.92 0.92 (0.05)

[0.91, 0.93]

0.76 0.76 (0.09)

[0.74, 0.78]

0.68 0.68 (0.19)

[0.64, 0.71]

0.78 0.78 (0.11)

[0.76, 0.80]

0.51 0.52 (0.18)

[0.48, 0.55]
Polar Vantage

V Titan

0.36 0.40 (0.16)

[0.37, 0.43]

0.88 0.87 (0.07)

[0.86, 0.88]

0.71 0.71 (0.10)

[0.69, 0.73]

0.59 0.57 (0.21)

[0.53, 0.61]

0.75 0.75 (0.12)

[0.73, 0.78]

0.43 0.43 (0.20)

[0.39, 0.47]

Notes: Proportions for EBE agreement metrics are shown for each sleep stage (versus the combination of all other possible classifications) for all combined epochs as well as between all nights (irrespective of participant) for the devices
compared with the corresponding epochs from the reference Dreem headband. Values for between-night analyses are presented as mean (SD) [95% confidence interval]. Higher values (closer to 1.0) indicate better performance on that
metric. Results are shown for all devices that output sleep stage classifications.
Abbreviations: EBE, epoch by epoch; NPV, negative predictive value; PABAK, prevalence and bias adjusted kappa; PPV, positive predictive value; REM, rapid eye movement; SD, standard deviation.
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Table 5 EBE Sleep Stage Misclassification Errors

A

Device Wake (Dreem) Light (Dreem) Deep (Dreem) REM (Dreem)

Light
(Device)

Deep
(Device)

REM
(Device)

Wake
(Device)

Deep
(Device)

REM
(Device)

Wake
(Device)

Light
(Device)

REM
(Device)

Wake
(Device)

Light
(Device)

Deep
(Device)

Fitbit Inspire

HR

0.37 0.04 0.14 0.07 0.11 0.10 0.03 0.42 0.04 0.09 0.41 0.03

Oura Ring 0.33 0.16 0.10 0.06 0.23 0.10 0.01 0.24 0.03 0.08 0.45 0.09

Polar Vantage

V Titan

0.41 0.10 0.13 0.04 0.23 0.14 0.02 0.45 0.08 0.06 0.47 0.11

B

Device Wake (Device) Light (Device) Deep (Device) REM (Device)

Light
(Dreem)

Deep
(Dreem)

REM
(Dreem)

Wake
(Dreem)

Deep
(Dreem)

REM
(Dreem)

Wake
(Dreem)

Light
(Dreem)

REM
(Dreem)

Wake
(Dreem)

Light
(Dreem)

Deep
(Dreem)

Fitbit Inspire
HR

0.32 0.06 0.28 0.05 0.14 0.24 0.02 0.31 0.07 0.05 0.22 0.03

Oura Ring 0.31 0.03 0.28 0.06 0.09 0.29 0.04 0.37 0.10 0.04 0.25 0.03

Polar Vantage
V Titan

0.29 0.06 0.30 0.05 0.17 0.29 0.03 0.44 0.16 0.04 0.30 0.08

Notes: (A) Proportions for device EBE sleep stage misclassification errors versus those scored by the reference Dreem headband. Dreem-scored classifications are the larger column categories, with the three possible device-scored
misclassifications under each category. (B) Proportions of sleep stage EBE differences in Dreem-scored classifications from the device-scored epochs. Device-scored classifications are the larger column categories, with the three possible
Dreem-scored differences in classification under each category. Results are shown for all devices that output sleep stage classifications.
Abbreviations: EBE, epoch by epoch; REM, rapid eye movement.
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Discussion
In general, the four commercial wearable devices we tested had similar sleep-tracking performance during real-world
unrestricted home sleep in healthy young adults. Like many prior studies, the commercial devices were better at detecting
sleep than wake, indicated by the high sensitivity and low-to-medium specificity EBE levels. The specificity levels for
most commercial devices were comparable to research-grade actigraphy, revealing a similar or possibly greater ability
than actigraphy to detect wake. Sleep-wake summary outcomes including TIB, TST, SE, SOL, and WASO were
accurately tracked with low bias on most nights, but were generally most accurate on nights with higher SE. A few
nights still exhibited large biases for sleep summary outcomes, but the specific causes of such bias or variability remain
to be determined. Sleep stages had greater bias and variability than the binary sleep-wake outcomes, suggesting that the
ability of devices to track individual sleep stages is worse than their ability to track sleep-wake in general. Taken
together, our findings suggest that the commercial wearable devices predominantly exhibited promising performance for
tracking nighttime sleep-wake patterns in real-world unrestricted home conditions with healthy young adults.

Many of the findings in the present study are similar to those in previous studies with these and other sleep-tracking
devices. High sensitivity and low-to-medium specificity were expected, as these are consistent findings among previous
studies testing the agreement of EBE sleep-wake classifications with either research-grade actigraphy or commercial
devices.2,7,27,33 With this expected weakness of the sleep-wake algorithms to under-detect wake epochs (and general
acceptance of this limitation by researchers for mobile sleep assessments with actigraphy methods34), a useful inter-
pretative benchmark for evaluating the performance of commercial devices is to consider their specificity levels in
relation to those of actigraphy (ie, the Actiwatch). In this case, all four commercial devices performed at levels that were
comparable to research-grade actigraphy. That the Fatigue Science Readiband, Fitbit Inspire HR, and Oura ring appeared
to exceed the specificity of the Actiwatch (at the medium sensitivity threshold setting) by 5–10% is intriguing and in line
with previous studies, but this result should be replicated before arriving at strong conclusions about potential superior
performance of devices across other populations and settings. Between-night comparisons of specificity resulted in
slightly higher specificity levels than when all epochs were analyzed, but this may be due in part to differences in TIB
and/or the amount of wake epochs between nights. The low and high sensitivity threshold settings did result in altered
EBE results for the Actiwatch, including higher specificity when the low setting was utilized. However, the low setting
also came with tradeoffs, such as slightly reduced sensitivity and NPV and larger mean biases for most of the sleep-wake
summary outcomes. This result suggests that, depending on the population and setting, the different actigraphy analysis
settings may be warranted in some studies, but that the decision may result in performance tradeoffs. Most recent studies
of newer models from major commercial device companies have yielded similar results for tracking sleep-wake summary
measures such as TST, SE, SOL, and WASO, with comparable levels of accuracy and low bias on most nights.

In contrast, novel findings from the current study address the accuracy of commercial device algorithms for tracking
unrestricted TIB in healthy young adults. Most previous device performance studies utilized designs with controlled lab
conditions and fixed TIB (or allowing only a small TIB range). With the weeklong unrestricted home sleep design, we
were able to gather data with wider distributions of TIB and clock times. We largely found that TIB was tracked
accurately on most nights, however there were still considerable biases on several nights for each device. TIB bias and
variability from the commercial devices may in part be due to participant activity levels around bedtime and wake time.
The commercial devices utilize proprietary algorithms that track sleep automatically (which is a beneficial feature for
low-burden, real-time sleep tracking), but such automatic algorithms may be impacted by a participant’s sedentary
activity. For example, relaxing at night while awake in bed could cause automatic algorithms to start their sleep recording
earlier than one’s actual bedtime. Actigraphy analyses were set to the reported TIB, as is standard procedure,34 and thus
actigraphy would be less affected by sedentary activity surrounding the sleep episode compared with the commercial
devices. Despite relying on automatic algorithms to start and end sleep recordings, the commercial devices still
performed well on most nights in tracking TIB and other summary outcomes. TIB is a critical outcome for tracking
sleep, because an inaccurate TIB will expand or restrict the sleep recording window and have downstream effects on the
other sleep-wake outcomes. Additional studies should be conducted to examine device performance under conditions that
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better reflect the real-world variability in sleep schedules, such as in shift workers and under operational contexts that
include different TIB durations and patterns such as shorter naps or split sleep schedules.

The predecessor Fitbit model to the Inspire HR, the Alta HR, has been compared directly to PSG by our group7 and
others,10,11 and it displayed low levels of bias on summary and EBE performance that was also favorable to actigraphy.
One study35 also examined the Fitbit Alta HR in insomnia patients at home for one week, finding that it displayed similar
sleep-tracking ability as actigraphy (but did not test it against PSG or mobile EEG). Studies testing other recent Fitbit
models found the Charge 3 was high-performing when tested against PSG in adolescents,12 and the Ionic performed
among the best out of nine sleep-tracking devices tested at home versus mobile EEG in adults.14 Fitbit device models
have been the focus of most device performance studies in the sleep field (likely due to their early entry as a major
company in the emerging wearables market). Over the past 5–10 years, Fitbit has consistently improved their technology
(eg, added a PPG heart rate sensor in newer models) and their sleep-tracking algorithm performance.16 To our knowl-
edge, the current study is the first to examine sleep in the newer Inspire HR model from Fitbit, which we found performs
like the more widely-tested Alta HR model as well as other recent models and may still be considered among the best
sleep trackers tested.

The Oura ring showed overall high performance across sleep-wake summary and EBE outcomes in the current study.
This result is consistent with findings from other recent performance studies that evaluated the Oura ring versus either
PSG5,6,8,36 or mobile EEG.14 In the study with similar methods comparing Oura ring with mobile EEG at home,14 the
Oura ring (along with Fitbit Ionic, referenced earlier) performed the best of nine commercial sleep-tracking devices
tested. The current study tested the 2nd generation version of the Oura ring, although studies with the 1st generation8,36

Oura ring found good sleep-tracking performance along with the more recent studies of the 2nd generation ring5,14

despite methodological and sample demographic differences that may have resulted in higher EBE specificity levels
reported in the other studies of the 2nd generation Oura ring. Thus, the ring form factor represents an alternative for high-
performing sleep tracking along with the much more common wrist-worn devices.

We previously evaluated the Fatigue Science Readiband versus lab-controlled PSG, and found that it performed
similar to or better than actigraphy on most sleep-wake outcomes.7 One other study also evaluated the Readiband under
conditions similar to the current study (ie, at home versus mobile EEG), and found it generally performed well on most
outcomes and ranked around the middle among nine sleep-tracking devices that also included the more high-performing
Fitbit Ionic and Oura ring.14 The Readiband is not marketed as a direct-to-consumer device, rather it is typically
marketed as part of a fatigue management platform with athletic teams and operational or shift working groups. The
limited marketing of the Readiband may be among the reasons it has received less attention from consumers and
researchers, despite the results from this study and prior studies suggesting it is a viable option for sleep-wake tracking
and with longer battery life (~30 days) compared with the other devices tested (~4-7 days).

In general, the Polar Vantage V Titan exhibited mixed performance, with specificity that was similar to actigraphy but
not as high as the other commercial devices. To our knowledge, the Vantage V Titan model from Polar has not been
subjected to previous sleep-tracking performance testing, so it was unknown how it would perform relative to the other
devices or a reference methodology. However, in a study of six commercial wearable devices versus actigraphy,
a previous Polar device model (the A360) performed relatively poorly in its sleep-tracking performance.37 And compared
with mobile EEG at home, another previous Polar model (the A370) had middling sleep-tracking performance among
nine devices tested.14 One other area in which we found that the Polar Vantage V Titan performed worse than the other
devices was in sleep stage tracking. Although no device performed particularly well at tracking sleep stages, on 10 nights
(comprising ~10% of all nights tested and spread among 7 participants) the Polar classified all sleep that occurred as deep
sleep. That outcome drastically biased the Polar’s sleep stage data on those nights and was a unique phenomenon among
the devices in this study, and to our knowledge has not been reported in previous device studies. With several other
commercial devices having been more thoroughly evaluated and with superior performance, it may be advisable to wait
until Polar sleep-tracking algorithms have been updated and devices more thoroughly evaluated before selecting Polar
devices for research purposes.

Sleep stage-tracking performance was mixed and highly variable compared with the binary sleep-wake outcomes.
These results were expected given similar findings from our previous work7 and from others8,10–12,14 that tested sleep
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stage-tracking of various devices versus PSG. Most sensitivity levels for the three devices that output stage data were at
a medium level, indicating that a device can only classify the correct stage for a given epoch around half the time.
Although specificity levels for deep and REM sleep were high, there are three other possible classifications for a given
epoch. Thus, a high specificity in the case of a sleep stage does not offer confidence in understanding how that epoch
should be classified. Additionally, as in our prior study,7 we again found that light sleep was the most common stage for
error, with Dreem-scored wake, deep, and REM epochs having a considerable chance of mistakenly being misclassified
as light sleep (and vice versa). The other stage classifications were not as often mistaken with each other, except that all
the devices also showed a high proportion for misclassifying wake as REM sleep. There may be room for future devices/
algorithms to improve, though this may represent a type of ceiling effect on the ability of current algorithms to correctly
classify sleep stages from wearables. Improved sleep stage-tracking will likely remain a challenge largely due to the
established scoring rules for each stage being based primarily on EEG waveforms and phasic events38 that do not (or
potentially cannot) correlate precisely with signals measured only from a device placed on the wrist or finger.

We believe this study has several notable strengths: (1) This is one of the first studies to test device performance with
unrestricted home sleep schedules that reflect naturalistic variation in TIB, representing a step forward in understanding
how the performance of commercial sleep-tracking devices compares with the more commonly utilized lab-controlled
study designs; (2) Unlike most performance studies that test only a single sleep-tracking device, testing multiple devices
simultaneously supported a higher throughput of devices tested and with multiple form factors (ie, wrist-worn and ring
devices); (3) The weeklong study design using mobile EEG allowed us to collect up to 7 nights of high quality sleep data
per participant, without the typical burdens placed on researchers and participants that are required with lab-controlled
PSG procedures; (4) Testing commercial devices alongside a research-grade actigraph allowed a direct comparison with
the mobile sleep assessment standard methodology of actigraphy and opens the results up to interpretation as to whether
commercial devices may serve as an adequate future alternative to actigraphy in sleep research and medicine; (5) The
testing procedures and analyses follow recently recommended standards2,28 for sleep-tracking device performance
evaluation; and (6) This study was an independent investigation, without potential conflicts from the device companies.

Additionally, notable limitations of this study include the following: (1) Mobile EEG provides high quality sleep data
that are relatively easier to collect in home settings, but it is not as accurate as traditional gold-standard PSG. Therefore,
using the Dreem mobile EEG headband and its associated auto-scoring algorithm30 is a highly practical alternative as
a mobile standard sleep assessment methodology, but is less precise than PSG in scoring sleep-wake and sleep stages; (2)
Although most data were high quality and usable in the analyses, we experienced occasional data loss with the
commercial devices and the Dreem headband due to user error, technological malfunctions, low signal quality, or
other reasons. New technologies can be unpredictable and challenging to use without error, especially when used in
remote settings outside the lab where researchers are not directly present. Having standardized methods and employing
daily data and compliance checks helped ensure that data collection issues were minimized and resolved quickly; (3)
EBE analyses relied on concurrent pairs of epochs between a device and Dreem. Therefore, device epochs that were
recorded outside the actual TIB from the sleep diary/Dreem recording (which were likely to be wake epochs) and Dreem
epochs recorded within the TIB when a device may not have been recording at the same time, were not able to be
included in the EBE analyses; (4) Wearable devices with PPG sensors may be prone to error in heart rate-tracking
accuracy due to demographic (eg, race, ethnicity) and physical differences in skin types (eg, skin tone, hair follicle
density) between participants,39 which could have unknown effects on the sleep-tracking outcomes for the devices that
use PPG sensors in this study. Such data were not collected in this study, however future studies should collect data on
individual demographics and skin types to explore potential effects of those factors on wearable device sleep-tracking
performance; (5) Like many previous device performance studies, the current study was restricted to healthy young
adults without reported sleep disorders or other medical conditions. Thus, we observed relatively low variability in the
amounts and patterns of wake within the sleep episodes, limiting the interpretation for how devices may perform in
populations with sleep initiation or sleep maintenance issues that exhibit higher levels of SOL and WASO (and lower
SE); (6) The consumer market has a high turnover rate of devices that track sleep. We chose to test device models from
companies that are established in the wearables market, and that are widely used by the public or by operational and
athletic communities that use such devices to track their health and behavior. It is possible that the specific device models
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used in the present study may not be available or supported by the device companies in a few years, however they are
likely to be replaced by comparable device models using similar sensors and sleep-tracking algorithms. Thus, the results
are most relevant for the specific models/algorithms but are nonetheless informative to the performance of sleep-tracking
devices from these companies in general for years into the future; and (7) The focus of the present study was to report the
basic performance evaluation metrics of the commercial devices versus mobile EEG and actigraphy. Further analyses
between and within participants across nights as well as demographic comparisons, leveraging the full strengths of the
diversity of participants and multi-night study design, are being prepared for inclusion in future publications.

Conclusion
These findings demonstrate that several commercial devices that track sleep in unrestricted home sleep conditions are
promising alternatives to research-grade actigraphy. As a first step toward eventual validation, several of these devices (or
very similar device models) were previously tested primarily under lab-controlled conditions and exhibited good
performance compared with the gold standard PSG. The current study extends those findings by showing that sleep-
tracking performance is largely similar under unrestricted home settings with naturalistic variation in sleep schedules,
which further supports the potential for using commercial devices as a high-quality alternative to actigraphy for mobile
sleep-wake assessments. Altering the sensitivity analysis thresholds may enhance the performance of actigraphy for
certain performance domains, albeit with some performance tradeoffs, and researchers are advised to consider carefully
the population and setting of their study when choosing device and analysis settings. As in prior studies, however,
commercial devices exhibited more modest performance for sleep stage-tracking and were prone to higher levels of bias
and variability compared with the sleep-wake outcomes. The recent advancements in sensor technology and ubiquitous
use of wearable devices that track sleep and other relevant behavioral and physiological signals represents a promising
future where personal health insights are gained with tools that possess several major strengths over current standard
assessment methodologies (eg, lower burden, more widely available, more comfortable, less expensive, multi-functional,
and multi-day tracking on a single charge). Given the potential importance of commercial wearables in sleep research and
medicine, future studies are warranted to continue to assess the performance of these and other devices in broader
settings and within more diverse populations of interest (eg, patients with sleep disorders, shift workers, and operational
populations).
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